In the Name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful

SIR Syed Ahmad Khan & SIR Muhammad Iqbal
By Tariq Khan & Comments from Others
SIR Syed Ahmed Khan was a stooge of the colonial tyrant rulers of the sub-continent of INDIA. He was recruited so as
the MUSLIM population should also adopt the English Culture and domination and must disassociate themselves from
Arabic / Persian / Turk heritage, culture and language. SIR Syed Ahmed Khan was heavily funded by the colonial power
and was given the notorious title of SIR. The Aligarh University produced a colonial-minded 'ELITE' class shrouded in
ENGLISH CULTURE. The elite class what latter was referred as 'Brown Sahib'. The proud ISLAMIC fibre was shattered.
The cultural and mental situation is multiplying till date. Aligarh University produced a coward and materialistic
minded generation. This coward generation is multiplying continuously. Syed Ahmed Khan himself was not a highly
educated person. During the Indian Rebellion of 1857, he remained loyal to the British Empire and was noted for his
actions in saving European lives. Syed repeatedly called upon Muslims to loyally serve the British Empire. Sir Syed
supported the British (NOT Muslims) during the 1857 uprising.
SIR Allama Muhammad Iqbal was a poet by birth. He was always on donations. Nawab of Bhopal was paying him RS.
1500/= PM. He married 5 times. He became a follower of Mirza Ghulam Ahmed of Qadian. He was very fond of Whisky.
Use to visit Hiramandi regularly in Lahore. He wrote a kind of national anthem "SARAY JEHAN SAY ACCHA
HINDUSTAN HAMARA …". He never ever mentioned the word PAKISTAN in his poetry. He never met POONJA
BHAI. He died in 1938. Not Iqbal or POONJA but TAJ-E-BARTANIA decided to divide the MUSLIMS of INDIA into three
parts. As far as his poetry is concerned two third of his poetry is in PERSIAN Language. One Third is in Urdu Language.
Urdu is not understood by the majority of MUSLIMS of INDIA. Some stupid call him as the poet of the EAST. But the
EAST does not know even his name. He is known only in Iran. He gave nothing but a kind of fantasy multiplied by
romance … "BAHR-E-ZULMAT MAIEN DORRA DIYAY GHORRAY HUMNAY", etc. He received the title of SIR during
the time was a follower of Mirza Ghulam Ahmed. Iqbal's poetic works are written primarily in Persian rather than Urdu.
Among his 12,000 verses of poetry, about 7,000 verses are in Persian.
Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah (1876-1948) son of Poonjabhai "Jinno" and Mithhibai is the founder of Pakistan
and was the country's first Governor-General. His first marriage in 1892 was the result of his mother urging him to marry
his cousin Emibai Jinnah before he left for England to pursue higher studies. However, Emibai died a few months later.
His second marriage took place in 1918 to Rattanbai Petit (granddaughter of Dinshaw Maneckji Petit and Ratanji
Dadabhoy Tata), a Parsi who was 24 years his junior. Rattanbai converted to Islam when she married Jinnah and took on
the name Maryam Jinnah, but continued to be known as Rattanbai. In 1919, she gave birth to their only daughter, Dina
Jinnah. Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah was sent to Ziarat on Faulty train to die silently that no one knows how pain
he was suffering. Nowadays even for minor cases our Politicians go to UK or USA for their treatment, while Founder of
Pakistan was sent to Ziarat to die.
Shaheed-e-Millat Nawabzada Liaquat Ali Khan first Prime Minister of Pakistan was assassination in 1951 and all proofs
of his killer was vanished and everything was wiped out so that no one knows who was behind it.
Fatima Jinnah, sister of Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah was banned from addressing the nation until 1951 after
rd
her brother’s death. Her speech on 3 death anniversary of Muhammad Ali Jinnah was sensor. Fatima Jinnah died due to
unnatural cause of death in Karachi on 9 July 1967 and NO autopsy or post mortem was conducted to hide this mystery.
SIR Allama Muhammad Iqbal’s Family is very well settled:
His one son Javaid Iqbal retired as Chief Justice LHC. His wife Nasira too retired as Justice of LHC. Their son Walid Iqbal
is a barrister and leader of PTI. But IQBAL advocated that Muslims should “Nahi Tera Nasheman Qasr-I-Sultani Ke
Gumbad Par, Tu Shaheen Hai Baseera Kar Pahadon Ki Chataanon Par”. But his family did not follow his order. Family
is enjoying a top class life style. Javaid Iqbal is also an addict of Whisky.
There is NO information available about the families of Syed Ahmed & Poonja Jeena Bhai.
Hence the 'HEROS' with the passage of time have become ZERO.
Poonja Jeena Bhai sister Fatima Jinah was murdered by her Bengali cook in Mohatta Palace, Karachi. The case was
never investigated like the cases of Liaqat Ali Khan, Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, Mir Murtaza Bhutto, Beynazir Bhutto, President
General Zia-ul-Haq, Model Town Lahore and hundreds of other cases.
Open up your minds. Understand the overall tragic situation. The Divisions of the MUSLIMS of the sub-continent
of Hindustan into three pieces has taken place and it is a fact. The DESTRUCTIONS of Millions of Muslims under
the conspiracy of the PARTITION has taken place and that is a fact as well.

When Top Founders and Top Leaders got assassinated as mystery, what do you expect about general public?
Please do NOT mix Auliyas with SIR IQBAL and SIR SYED.
Our heroes were Allama Inayatullah Khan Mashriqi & Subhas Chandra Bose.
Comments from Others:
Abida Rahmani Wrote:
Asa Irshad sahib,
This person Tariq khan is maligning the sanctity of Iqbal and Syed Ahmad Khan, a bit better with Quaid though. They are
our heroes and Muslims of subcontinent owe to them. Kindly check what are you posting?
Intisar Abbasi Wrote:
I share an essay by Mr. Jamal Khawaja that addresses the very question being discussed. Following is little intro to
Khawaja Sahib. I have found the essay personally very illuminating.
Born in 1928, Jamal Khwaja, has devoted a lifetime to the challenge of living the Quran with integrity. His forefathers
worked closely with Sir Syed Ahmed Khan, and with Mahatma Gandhi. Khwaja studied Philosophy in India, England, and
Germany. In 1957 he was elected to the Indian Parliament. His engagement with power politics was short lived. In 1962
he resumed his beloved, scholarly & contemplative lifestyle at the Aligarh Muslim University. He retired as Professor and
Chairman of the Department of Philosophy. He performed Hajj in 2005.
http://www.jamalkhwaja.com/jamalbooksite/Essay_8_-_Sir_Syed,_Iqbal_and_Azad.html
Huma Khalid Wrote:
If it was not for SIR Syed Ahmad Khan my father’s generation would have stayed away from English and all the scientific
publication and education it has, and hence would have made no progress as a Nation. The theocratic minds then
opposed tooth and nail to Aligarh University. Thanks to Allah they failed. All my aunts and uncles studied there and turned
out to be the best Professors, Teachers and my uncle as a General served in Pakistan Army my father as engineer from
NED.
Had the Muslims shied away from learning English they would still be lagging behind but our Pakistan has produced best
scientific minds and that is why they were readily absorbed in west in different fields of Medicine and Engineering etc.
Learning a language is the need of an era in which we live. These days Chinese learning is in vogue here all the institutes
that teach Chinese are fully booked in Karachi. It is the need of the day to communicate with Chinese due to several
projects not because we want to be a stooge to anyone. But because China has stood by Pakistan and both countries can
benefit mutually.
There are several leaders in Pakistan given the title of SIR or Khan Bahdur etc. That was in past and some of them even
returned their titles along with the lands that came with it. Allama Iqbal died in 1938. Pakistan movement started in 1940.
Pakistan was demanded in 1940 and given name Pakistan then only. So no wonder Allama Iqbal didn’t meet Qaid-eAzam. But he still gave an idea to the Muslims how to go for their destination. His personal life was his personal life. I
wouldn’t comment on hearsay. As for Quaid-eAazam his personal life was sacrificed for the sake of Pakistan movement, a
greater cause when you look around you will find several leaders whose personal life suffered due to the missions in their
life. And who are we to judge anyone when Allah is there to decide on the Day of Judgment?
Sir Syed’s son Raas Masood and his grandson Ahmad Masood I met as a child. They are very decent people, one of his
brother came in a TV serial long time ago, can’t remember his name.
The Division of Muslims may be tragic for you but all the sane people here are thankful and grateful for Pakistan. My
ancestors left behind millions of worth of property. No regrets at all. They were honest and decent people started from
scratch and built up their careers and name in every strata of society.
Those who were left behind are so much influenced by Hindu Culture and Life Styles they have forgotten what Deen has
asked them to do. They have intermarried with Christians and Hindus. It is a shame and majority of Muslims left behind in
India don’t know what religion is and look at the part called Bangladesh.
The main reason of breakup being the Hindu influence on education, they started teaching Tagore and other stuff un
related to our value system and hence the Bengalis lost their connection to Islam I pity them.

As a child I remember every year East Pakistan being devastated with flood and all my father’s colleagues donating their
salaries for flood effected people.
There was no love lost between the people. But it was Hindu interference and political failure and India’s intrusion that
lead to the breakup of East Pakistan.
Now we see how they treat Islamic Parties or those who worked against Mujeebur Rehman, they hang them. So much for
the United Muslim Power, but only Pakistan remained an Islamic power that's the reason that all Western Powers and
India along with ISIS and Taliban are all out to damage us. But they do not understand the resilience of our country men.
In face of adversity we are one nation against all and no matter how much they try they will never succeed.
Shuja-ur-Rahman Khan Wrote:
Divide and rule, the one point agenda of the West, is still at work.
Irshad Mahmood Wrote:
Jazaak Allah Khair to all of you to participate on this issue and sent quick responses.
Our resources are limited and we don’t have time machine which can take us to go back in the past and find the truth. No
one knows what is in others hearts except Allah? How much challenges our ancestors were facing under British Rules
as a kind of slave otherwise they could have been murdered secretly and how much DANISHMANDI & DOOE-ANDESHE
they were using? Pakistan got independence on 14 August 1947 (27 Ramadan 1366) on Lailatul-Qadr as a Miracle.
Let us move forward from here where we can go together by taking guidance from the Quraan, keeping in mind saving a
life is like save whole world. If disbelievers incline towards peace, we must welcome them from depth of our hearts. Even
though there are few verses in the Quraan about few religions BUT still Allah mentioned that Muslim men are allowed to
marry to the women of the people of the books to have happy family which includes Jewish & Christians, that clearly
shows us that we need to work together for the betterment of Ummat-e-Ibrahim and save all humanity with true love in
our hearts. Only true love with humanity will succeed. Let us take guidance from the Quraan first and try to understand it
in modern time, since keep ready with fastest running horse has no use at present time, rather keep ready with buttons
and ABAABEELS, so Allah also mentioned about time, “I swear by the time, Most surely man is in loss, Except
those who believe and do good, and enjoin on each other truth, and enjoin on each other patience”, (Ref:
st
Al_Quraan_103.001-003). Let us come and wakeup into 21 century and open our eyes, ears and hearts by taking
th
lessons from the past including from 7 century and beyond to Build Heavenly Earth. Let us take Guidance from
the Quraan as whole not just cherry pick from here and there and out of context. Media must play an active role on
promoting LOVE with Humanity instead of Hate. We must repel evil with good to save humanity.
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